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#SeeSouthAustralia
The South Australian Tourism Commission
(SATC), on occasion, engages with
genuine social media influencers and
bloggers who travel to and experience
South Australia. These collaborations
are conducted as familiarisations which
are an extension of our hosted media
program. The SATC’s influencer program
is specifically geared towards reaching
our key audiences as well as assisting in
developing South Australia as a “mustvisit” destination.
Our vetting process is quite robust as
we choose to only work with influencers
who operate ethically, authentically
and responsibly. We do not support
influencers with followings that have
been bought, who are not engaged, have
followings in markets we do not operate
in and influencers that are part of pods.
Please read the following FAQ’s before submitting your
media kit. We look forward to hearing from you!

QUESTION:

I am a social media influencer/blogger who would
love to collaborate with the South Australian Tourism
Commission. How do I know if I’m the right fit?

ANSWER:
It is preferred if you have a strong following across more
than one social media channel. The exception to this is
if you have a substantial following on either Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube or Instagram. Whilst your following
is important so too is your engagement. The following
benchmarks apply.

Facebook
Does your engagement rate meet the following guidelines?
0-10k fans – 0.96 %
10k – 20k fans 0.29 %
20k – 50k fans 0.21 %
50k – 100k fans 0.19 %
100k – 200k fans 0.16 %
200k – 500k fans 0.13 %
500k – 1 000,000 fans 0.11 %
1,000,000 – ~ fans 0.09 %
For example, if a page has 50,000 fans, we would expect
to see around 80+ likes/comments on most posts (some
more, some less).
80 / 50,000 * 100 = 0.16%
Instagram
The SATC will work with influencers who have an average
engagement rate of 3% or more.
For example, if an influencer has 10,000 fans, we
would want to see a minimum of 300 likes per post
plus comments. Similarly, if an influencer has 300,000
followers it’s fair to expect 9,000 likes plus comments perpost. The formula we use is:
Average likes per post/number of followers.
Eg: 2,500 (likes) / 56,000 (following) * 100 = 4.46%
Twitter
Engagement on Twitter can include likes, re-tweets,
replies, @mentions, follows, profile clicks, URL link
clicks and tweet expansion clicks. We don’t work to an
engagement rate with Twitter unless you are particularly
influential. If so, the engagement rate should be at least
1%. We use Twitter analytics to provide us with the Twitter
Engagement Rate.
Blogger
To ascertain whether or not a blogger is the right fit for
the SATC will largely depend on your demographic and
engagement. We love to see readers’ comments on blogs
in addition to Google Analytics stats. We look for a healthy
blend of quality and quantity with blog stats, but we will
need to see in your media kit the following: screenshots of
your Google Analytics page views, unique page views, time
on site, demographics and return versus new readers.

@jackjbrookes in @YorkePeninsula

QUESTION:

What should my media kit include?

ANSWER:
When assessing influencers and bloggers, we like to view
the following stats:
Social
Demographic of each channel’s following, average
engagement rate for each channel and any case studies
you have with previous brands.
Bloggers
Screenshots of your Google Analytics page views, unique
page views, time on site, demographics and return versus
new readers.

QUESTION:

What kind of campaigns do SATC engage in with
influencers?

ANSWER:
Sometimes we will work with a blogger to encourage
their web traffic back to southaustralia.com. On other
occasions, we will work on a social media campaign with
a social media influencer. Occasionally an influencer can
assist us in developing content. We encourage influencers
to submit a proposal with their suggested campaign.
Most often we will work with an influencer who has a
strong social media following on more than one channel
as well as a blog.

@riley.photo in Innes National Park
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QUESTION:

This will depend on what channels the influencer has
a strong following on and what kind of following they
possess. The deliverables will be negotiated with the
influencer during initial discussions.

blogs were read over 22,500 times, the average time on
the blogs were 2.81 minutes and garnered over 377,500
engagements. Throughout Brooke’s journey she received
some great commentary demonstrating a positive trend
toward the path to purchase funnel. As a direct result of
her social posts and blogs World of Wanderlust created an
awareness for South Australia and derived an interest in
South Australia from her readers. She was able to nurture
leads with readers now considering and intending to
travel to South Australia.

QUESTION:

QUESTION:

What deliverables are required from influencers that you
work with?

ANSWER:

Can you show me a recent example of a campaign you
have worked on with a social media influencer?

ANSWER:
In 2017 the SATC worked with Brooke Saward from
World of Wanderlust on a campaign to grow the
#seesouthaustralia and @southaustralia brand across
both her blog and social media channels. Collectively, her

I’m ready to submit my media kit. Who do I send this to?

ANSWER:
Please send your media kit to
georgina.woskett@sa.gov.au
Social media and content manager

